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Noah and the Flood

Our views of Noah’s ark and the Flood 

are influenced by our experiences with 

images and ideas.
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Flood Facts

• Hebrew term for Flood: mabbul
• Unique to this event in all of scripture

• Greek word in LXX and NT: cataclysmos

• These terms indicate events involving water, but different 
from “floods”
• This is world-destructive, not local

Flood Facts
• Noah’s Flood lasts over one year

• 40 days of rain (Hebrew: “geshem”) is only phase 1 of the Flood.

• Waters “prevail” 150 days before ark lands upon mountains of 
Ararat

• 224 days before tops of mountains seen

• 371 days until Noah leaves the ark
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The Flood’s Totality: OT

• Over 60 instances of all / every in Genesis 6—9 

= universal term 
(all, every, everything)

Genesis 6:1—9:17

This is not hyperbole.

This is emphasis.

The Flood’s Totality

• Both OT and NT authors argue that all people, except 

Noah and his family, were killed during the flood.

• The Flood is directly compared with Christ’s return, and his 

judgment of all people.

• The Flood’s destruction was universal for humanity, and 

global in scope. 
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A Choice to Make: Geology and the 
Flood

• The geologic record (including fossils) is a record of either:

• Recent creation and the Flood

-or-

• Billions of years of life on Earth
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Tectonics and the Flood

• Two questions for any model of the Flood:

• Where did the water come from?

• Where did it go?

Tectonics and the Flood

• The Flood is essentially a geologic / tectonic event.

• It is tectonic movements that will answer the two 
questions.
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Plate Tectonics

• The lithosphere is a group of mobile units (plates) 

composed of some of the upper mantle, and capped by 

oceanic and/or continental crust.

From The Heavens and the Earth, by Ross et al. (2016)
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Patterns and Tectonics
• Certain Earth features indicate that the continents have 

not always been in their present location:

• Continents seem to “fit” together

• Matching mountain chains across the Atlantic Ocean

• Similar fossils across the Atlantic Ocean

• Locations of earthquakes and volcanoes
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From The Heavens and the Earth, by Ross et al. (2016)

Image courtesy US Geological Survey
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Patterns and Tectonics

• Additional discoveries about the ocean floor indicated 
that the ocean floor has moved over time.
• Extremely long, volcanic mountain chains (called ocean ridges)

• Magnetic reversals recorded in ocean crust

It appears that the ocean floor is younger near the ridges, and 
older further away.

Image courtesy of NASA
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The Created World Was Different

• Prior to the flood, the existing continents were in different 
locations

Catastrophic Plate Tectonics (CPT)

• First proposed by creationist geologists in Austin et al. in 
1994

• Envisions rapid continental “sprint” during the Flood
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Catastrophic Plate Tectonics (CPT)

• The Flood began with the onset of subduction 
• The pre-Flood ocean crust began to sink into the mantle near its 

border with the continents.

• As the ocean crust sank, it cracked near its center, allowing new 
magma to rise up from the mantle, creating an ocean ridge

• The sinking of the old ocean crust created a runaway feedback; 
continents moved at several miles per hour. 

Water sources for the Flood

• Genesis 7 lists 2 sources of Flood water:

• Fountains of the great deep

• Windows of heaven

• Both of these were caused by the ocean ridges, 
themselves made during the Flood.
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How to Flood the World in 4 Awful Steps

• During CPT, the water from the oceans moved over the 
continents in four ways:

1. Geysers at the ocean ridges vaporize water, which 
condenses to form massive rains (“geshem”)

2. Subduction of ocean crust “drags” the continents downward 
(lets ocean water cover more of the continents)

How to Flood the World in 4 Awful Steps

• The water from the oceans moved over the 
continents in four ways:

3. The new ocean crust is warmer and lighter than the 
old ocean crust, effectively elevating the ocean floor 
(more water forced on continents)

4. Ocean water is warmed during the flood, and 
expands (same amount of water takes up more 
space)
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From The Heavens and the Earth, by Ross et al. (2016)

Stopping the Catastrophe
• After 150 days, “God remembered Noah”

• As the old, pre-Flood crust is replaced, the new, warmer 
ocean crust slows down subduction; less subduction 
means 
• less volcanics at ocean ridges, slowing the geysers
• Less friction on continents, allowing them to “bounce back” 

upward

• Cooling of ocean water and new ocean crust pulls Flood 
waters back into the oceans, off of the continents
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From The Heavens and the Earth, by Ross et al. (2016)

CPT Answers the Questions

• Where did water for the Flood come from?
• The oceans

• Where did it go when the Flood ended?
• Back to the oceans
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Successful Predictions of CPT

• Two important predictions now confirmed

• Extremely rapid magnetic reversals

• Existence of cold material (pre-Flood ocean crust) in the deep 
mantle

Magnetic 
fields are not 
even in the 
rock; most 
areas at 
surface and at 
depth show 
more chaotic, 
mottled 
magnetic 
signatures 
(consistent 
with very 
rapid 
reversals and
magma 
formation)
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From The Heavens and the Earth, Ross et al. (2016)
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The Judged World Is Different

• Because of the Flood, none of the continents are in the 
same place (even “Pangaea” was a mid-Flood 
configuration)

• Because of the Flood, new mountain ranges, like the 
Rockies and Himalayas, now exist

Then…

Now
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The Judged World Is Different

• Because of the Flood, geological disasters are common

• We are constantly reminded of the judgment of God on 
humanity, and our own responsibility for even “natural” 
disasters

Japanese tsunami, 2011.
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But the Judgment is Finished

I establish my covenant with you: Never again will all life 

be cut off by the waters of a flood; never again will there 

be a flood to destroy the earth…I have set my rainbow in 

the clouds, and it will be the sign of the covenant between 

me and the earth...Never again will the waters become a 

flood to destroy all life.

Genesis 9:11, 13, 15b

Soli Deo Gloria


